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Fifty Years of Quasars: Frorn Early Observations and Ideas to Future
Research, edited by M. D'Onofrio, P. Marziani and J.\(r. Sulentic (Springer,
Heidelberg), 2or2. Pp. 583, z4-5 x 16 cm. Price {r5:/g2z9l€r8r.85
(hardbound; ISBN 978 3 642 27563 a).

I have never read a book like this. It consists mainly of questions posed by
the editors to 53 researchers (including the edi.tors). There is little overlap of
material (except where different opinions are desired) and the book is well
structured, but at the same time it reflects the thinking of many people. I'm
not sure who the intended readership is, but it should prove useful to those
who want a good introduction to specific areas of quasar research. (This applies
both to those without any in-depth larowiedge of quasars and to those who
are familiar with some areas and want to learn about others.) The questions
and answers provide a good surnmar% and the copious references (collected
at the end of each of the nine chapters) can be followed up for derails. Theory
and observation are both covered. Five chapters discuss the current state of
the field with a bit of historical background, but there is one chapter which
involves personal recollections and another which looks to the future. These
seven chapters are contained between the short introductory chapter at the
beginning and the final chapter which assesses current thinking and future
prospects. (The first and last chapters are written entirely by the editors and,
like the penultimate chapter on the future, are much shorter than the rest.)

In the second chapter on personal recollections, Suzy Collin reminds us that
in the r96os "there was only one electronic device in France", while at the end
of the same decade JoeWampler was toid by a colleague at Lick that he should
"stop developing new gadgets and do some real astronomy". Of course, modern
quasar asuonomy is dominated by electronic gadgets, as impressively detailed
by Paolo Padovani in Chapter 8.4 on the future of quasar astronomy. Martin
Gaskell, though, cautions that "ft]aving software packages readily available that
will fit gaussians means that a lot of gaussians get fit", and manages to back this
up with a quote from Aristode's Posterior Analytics. (Luigi Foschini later quotes
Cicero, probably marking rhe only time both of those classical aurhors have
appeared in a book about quasars.)

There are a few contributions from those favouring unconventional views on
quasars, such as Arp and Nariikar. I'm familiar with Arp's ideas, but can't figure
out what he means when he asks "Is there a connection between that series
[Karlsson peaks] with implications of population dlmamics or frequency as t]re
smallest matter mode under musical control?" Probably Geoff Burbidge would
have been asked to conrribute had he still been alive. Mike Hawkins, on the
other hand, seems to have softened his stance somewhat on the question as
to lvhether a large part of quasar variability can be atributed to microlensing,
mentioning this idea, with a caveat, only in the last paragraph of his contribution
on variability (one of two, the other being on naked quasars). Towards the end
of Chapter 4.6, three other authors mention that Lipari et aL have proposed that
neutrinos produced in hypernovae "are the probable origin of [cosmological]
dark matter", which I strongly suspecr many cosmologists will doubt (despite
Landau's claim that cosmologists are often wrong but never in doubt).

These are exceptions, however; the bulk of the book deals with mainsream
quasar astronomy.Ttre length of the book, the fact that the contributions are just
summaries of the corresponding topics, and the many references demonstrate
how much progress has been made in the last fifty years. For someone like me
who is not a quasar expert, t}le book provides a good overview of the entire
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fleld. Since the contributions are more or less independent of one another, it
is possible to read portions of the book without suffering from lack of contexr
and thus get introduced to a specific f,eld; most answers are rather brief (a few
paragraphs) but are nevertheless mostly standalone. (Of course, references are
provided for those wanting more details.) One contribution which is longer than
average is that by Sergui Komissarov (pp. :8+-fS6) which is probably as good
an overview as any of comparable length on the physics of quasars. Flowever,
there are stiil many mysteries; in one of his many contributions, Martin Elvis
spends several pages in Chapter 3.ro summarizing what we do not know about
the X-ray properties ofquasars.

Apart from the numerous references, the book has many features to improve
its usefulness: a list of contributors with contact information, a list of acronyms
(almost three pages), a list of web pages, and an index. Despite the contributions
being from many auttrors, they all have a similar look and feel, and there are
surprisingly few typographical errors (mostly harmless), especially for a book
of this size; it looks as if the editors have done some real editing. Aithough
probably for most readers more a book for dipping into than reading cover to
cover, almost everyone interested in astronomy would probably enjoy reading
Chapters r, 2, 8, and 9 for a good overview of the past and future of quasar
research in less than r5o pages. 

- Prrrr.rp HELBIG.

Circumstellar D5marnics at High Resolution (ASP Conference Series,
Vol. 464), edited by A. C. Carciofi & T. Rivinius (Asrronomical Society of
the Pacific, San Francisco),zotz. Pp.439,23.5 x r5.5 cm. Price 977 (about
d5o) (hardbound; ISBN 978 r 58381 8ro 7).

This volume is the proceedings of a conference sponsored by ESO and by
several Brazilian agencies, held in Foz do Iguaqu io zotz FebruarylMarch.
'High resolution' applies in a number of contexts; here, the asserted remit is
the temporal, spectral, and spatial domains, but in practice the last rwo (and
particular$ the third) dominate. 'Circumsteilar dynamics' allows even more
latitude, but while evolutionary phases from star formation to planetary nebulae
are touched onj the focus is very much on early-type stars in general, and
Be stars and their decretion discs in particular.

The strongest themes that emerge are innovative observational results from
recent progress in imaging interferometry, and the flourishing new industry
in observations and modelling of massive-star magnetospheres that has arisen
following rhe development of 'second-generation' spectropolarimeters such as
ESPaDOmS. These new results are matched by vigorous progress in theory, and
the two are marching ahead in tandem.This volume reflects this dual attackr and
gives the strong impression that with'only' 6o or so participants, the meeting
was more a workshop than a run-of-the-mil1 conference. Ttre most interesting
reviews have a definite'work-in-progress'flavour, and the post-talk discussions,
reported in full, convey a sense of animated (but fiiendly!) dialogues. The
proceedings includes texts (not just abstacts) of all the contributed talks, with
an author index (though no starlsubject indices). It is en_livened by many photos
of the participants, who evidently had an enjoyable if perhaps tiring day our at
Iguazu Falls, and is enhanced by being published in fuIl coiour throughout 

- in
striking contrast to the last IAUICUP conference proceedings to pass through
my hands (see r33, t95, zot3), costing more rhan half as much again for a
comparable page count in dreary monochrome. 

- 
IaN D. HoITARTH.
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